NEWSLETTER

THEMA ASIA-PACIFIC
expands its content
portfolio with InWild
THEMA Asia-Pacific is delighted to announce its partnership
with InWild TV channel.
InWild is all about nature and wildlife, from all corners of the
world. Nature and wildlife have always been binge-able, highvalue television genres.
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NEWS
FRANCE
French Pay-TV-Provider SFR has launched several new channels with
its “Le Bouquet Africain” offer.
4 channels have been added: SunuYeuf, Novelas TV
(both THEMA-edited channels) along with A+ and NCI.
SFR now proposes up to 23 channels and includes the +D’AFRIQUE
On Demand catalogue.

EUROPE MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
	
Love Nature 4K is now available with Bulgarian operators Escom and
New Dream TV.
	Museum TV HD, exclusively dedicated to art content, is now available
to GO PLC subscribers in Malta.
	MyZen TV is henceforth available with Macedonian operator Inel Internacional.

	In the Middle East, subscribers to Shahid (MBC’s OTT platform) will now have
access to M6 International.
MBC is now available as part of Telenet’s basic package in the Netherlands.
Télé Congo is now available with Telenet’s Bouquet Africain in the Netherlands.

CANADA
THEMA CANADA’s team is pleased to
announce a new agency agreement with
Horizons Sports Limited — offering the best
selection of endurance sports and adventure
movies, for the distribution of linear and
nonlinear content offers with any satellite, IPTV,
FFTx, OTT, Mobile, Cable, or any other form of
network platforms in Canada.

M6 International‘s programs channel will
now be available on Canadian operator
Vidéotron’s Helix platform.
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HIGHLIGHTS

Cuisines launches a new show:
“Les Gourmandises de Karelle” !
Starting April 2nd, Africa’s favorite food blogger
Karelle begins her first program with the Cuisines
channel — “Les Gourmandises de Karelle” !
With a sparkling sense of humor and a knack for
teaching, Karelle shares her favorite easy and
accessible recipes, using the African continent’s
favorite ingredients.

It’s been welcome news for TV viewers, many of
whom reacted favorably on social media. The
teaser alone generated 50,000 views!

Season 16 of “ Le Journal de Jenifa”
is now available!
To ring in the return of leading series Le Journal
de Jenifa, on Nollywood TV, Jenifa shares pages
from her diary on the series’ website throughout
the season’s run.
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KEY FIGURES

90K
500K

The

community continues
to grow!

COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGNS & PARTNERSHIPS

LA CHAÎNE CINÉMA

The 46th edition of France’s annual César awards ceremony was
broadcast on March 14th on StudioCanal TV. Canadian operator
Cogeco publicized the event on its website: yet another perfect
opportunity for promoting French cinema in Canada!

Honoring women with Novelas TV and Nollywood TV!
On March 8th, channels Novelas TV and Nollywood TV planned programming specially dedicated
to women, thanks to actresses in their films and leading series. It was an opportunity to promote women’s
empowerment and to highlight women’s important place in society.
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COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGNS & PARTNERSHIPS

In honor of International Women’s Day, Mezzo Live HD has
dedicated its programming to woman artists throughout the
month of March!
In Canada, websites Le Devoir, Vancouver, and La Presse+
promoted the channel on their platforms.
The Canadian operator Telus also mentioned the channel in
its newsletter.

Several European operators such as Vodafone (Romania), Sledovanitz (Czech Republic) and Kuki (Czech
Republic), as well as radio station Classica FM (Spain) also highlighted the feminine programming initiative
on their platforms and social networks, organizing several contests.
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COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGNS & PARTNERSHIPS

Nollywood TV Awards
are back this year!

Just in time for Ramadan, The Bouquet Maghreb’s
VOD offer, Maghreb VOD, has been featured
on FREE’s AKTU since April 5th!

On the channel’s website, fans of Nollywood TV
voted to celebrate the best of Nigerian cinema
and its leading stars, from March 22nd to April 2nd.
The results of this second edition will be announced
on April 17th on Nollywood TV and its social
networks.

“Recettes D’Afrique ”
returns for Season 2!
Since March 15th, Cuisines TV channel broadcast
the second season of Recettes D’Afrique, the
first TV show dedicated to African gastronomy!

Le Bouquet Maghreb was showcased on
French association Twenssa’s Facebook page.

Featuring a host of new chefs and new recipes,
this new season should be full of flavor!
Necy Ndri, show host, as she meets new African
chefs and learns new recipes. To promote the
upcoming season, numerous capsule videos
were shared across the channel’s social
networks.
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COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGNS & PARTNERSHIPS

In honor of Ramadan, the most important time of the year for Arabic diaspora, Le Bouquet Maghreb’s
teams have set up large-scale campaigns to promote the package.
The initiative includes:
- Campaigns on national radio.
-
Digital campaigns on Youtube Instream and social networks promoting the channels’ exclusive
programming.
- Highlights of the offer on all operators’ TV boxes.
- Digital partnerships with targeted groups and their pages.
- Sponsored articles in target media.
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COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGNS & PARTNERSHIPS

In March, Le Bouquet Africain partnered
with the NN network, as part of the program
« L’Afrique avance avec ». The program aims to
highlight entrepreneurial initiatives carried out
by members of the African diaspora in France.
Le Bouquet Africain was also featured in the
network’s newsletter.

Le Bouquet Africain’s team was excited to meet
with the African community at the occasion of a
street marketing campaign.
French cities Toulouse and Bordeaux covered the
colors of Le Bouquet Africain from April 4th to
17th. A stunning field operation !

le bouquet

Le Bouquet Türk channels were highlighted on
targeted websites dedicated to the Türkish diaspora.

The French cities Strasbourg, Mulhouse, and Colmar
were covered with the colors of Le Bouquet Türk!
Le Bouquet Türk’s teams went to meet the Turkish
community in Eastern France at the occasion of a
street marketing campaign.

BOSPHORE

VOD

BOSPHORE VOD
content is highlighted on
all FREE Turkish channels!
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MARKETING ACTIONS
To honor International Women’s Day, operator Orange
Romania promoted Museum TV on its application
and its Facebook page.
For the first time, THEMA’s
teams have established direct
contact with target clients by
creating their first text-based
CRM for the offer Le Bouquet
Maghreb.
Apollo TV partnered with channels
MyZen TV and Museum TV to organize
two contests, with an eye to promoting the
channels to its subscribers (Estonia).

Museum TV partnered with the
Zinaida Serebryakova exhibition
organized at Vladivostok’s Art
Gallery, on until May 30th (Russia).

Hong Kong Magazine
highlighted Mezzo Live HD
in their Spring edition.

To promote the wellness
channel MyZen TV, Vodafone
organized a contest for its
subscribers throughout the month
of April (Portugal).
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MARKETING ACTIONS
On its WINK platform, Rostelecom promoted
Love Nature 4K, Museum TV, MyZen TV, and
TV5 Monde programs (Russia).

CONFERENCE
In celebration of Earth Day, operators Rostelecom
and Tricolor, plus platforms Telegram and
Vkontakte promoted Love Nature 4K in Russia.
The World Wildlife Fund also promoted the
channel on its social networks, organizing a
special Earth Day contest.

Seasons TV channel exhibited at the virtual
edition of the Montreal Outdoor, Hunting,
Fishing, and Camping show, held from
February 15th to March 31st.
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PRESS REVIEW

NEW TEAM MEMBERS
THEMA’s teams are expanding!
Kinga URBANSKA joined THEMA as “Novelas+ Content Officer”.
kinga.urbanska@thematv.com
Pauline XAVIER joined THEMA as “Content Officer”.
pauline.xavier@thematv.com
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BRING PEOPLE
THE CONTENT
THEY LOVE
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